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What is a Media Democracy?

Media Democracy is a democratic perspective to the media research to speak for reform

to give the strength of the public service broadcasting and create the engagement in an

alternative media and citizen journalism to develop a mass media system to inform and empower

the society to enhance the democratic values.

Why did the Task Force call the threat to democracy?

The task force considered as a democratic state to the amount of recommendation to the

threat to democracy in various countries which involves in gaining the creation of assistance to

new democracies which caused frustration due to the lack of economic benefits obtaining from

the establishment of democracy, therefore, creating democracy erosion to indicate to the

international financial institutions to provide their assistance.

What is the problem of Democracy?

The problem of Democracy of people who want to be in power is that Democracy may

put ineffectiveness, the problem of Democracy, they exercise the democratic right. Democracy is

the easiest way to let people do what they want if people think they live in the Democratic

System if they have power if people think of the government much better to travel in the system,

which is how the Democracy works to run in participatory democracy.

Donald Trump, while in power, explained that Republicans would vote again, while they have

the Democracy, they have a Democracy that is the term to others that Republicans would never

be elected again if they decided not to vote.
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What is the problem with the threat to democracy?

The main problem is to explain to concentrate on the threat to democracy, the attack that

people faced, however, they could slide to the territory in the United States that falls to Donald

Trump and his surroundings. Fascism has been on the scene for many decades, too many more

Hilter that towards to power. There was prominent Fascism in the early 1930s in the United

States in the Catholic Priest.

How Michael Bloomberg understands the Threat to Democracy?

Michael Bloomberg read 12 Threats to the Democracy to expand the imagination is the

right of center to recognize the information in 2013. The threats of democracy are changing

location to limit the voting day and reducing political places. At large elections in the city

council, packing the majority districts in one or a handful of districts, the minority of districts is

the idea of laws to modern-day for those who do not have a Driver’s License.

How does Fascism become a part of the threat to democracy?

Fascism is part of democracy because it is part of democracy, therefore, it is never far

from political science, there was a threat since the 1920s. The majority of the white population to

alternative in the economy of Fascism through all the Citizen in the United States. Donald Trump

went through this and it is no longer a threat. Fascism is always a threat. Fascism takes a while to

take a root.

How does Fascism emerge the society?

Fascism emerges out of inequality and poverty, when people who consider themselves as

poor, are looking for people who have a strong belief in Fascism. This appeals to associate to

men who fell threaten as a rising group of hype masculinity to create self-esteem to increase a

fear dominant group. However, back then, people do not understand the fascist movement,
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especially, young people. People do not present themselves as fascist. They present themselves

as leaders.

Ideology of Fascism

Fascism is a political and economic system where it needs to get sets of ideologies where

it needs to be very instrumental to get the concept to relate to each other. There are several

strength which includes religious. In Portugal, the Catholic church was integrated, therefore, they

were accepting a faze of form to Jesus to get the idea and accept the form of God, it is easier to

form the idea of the needle if you are poor. If you accept your belief, you are accepting your life.

Religion is a great form in the idealogy of Fascism where you could find it in other countries

such as Italy, and India. Hindu and Muslim is also a religious belief where it could be appointed

to Fascism to mixed in White Supremacy.

In Latin America, there was one ethnic group that relates to the Ideology of Fascism to

relate to the belief in the dominant ethnic group to contribute the strength in the Ideology of

Fascism. The idea that meant the natural rules is part of the law to attributes that men have the

concept of Fascism to become a warrior who becomes superior. Men without any connection to

women, to give connection to women in terms of power. In the extreme case of ideology, women

seem as poverty as men. The role of women is to serve men to push back in the domestic fear.

Both women and men idolize the stereotypical role. Fascism regenerates the group that the

target group of the society in the particular time in Germany, and Argentina. Fascism regenerates

fears of anxiety in everybody.

The Idea of Fascism

The idea of Fascism is the fascist government considers as an authoritarian, however,
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Fascism is a type of government where the country took the power which is held by one’s ruler.

Fascism thrives from certain groups being viewed as superior and other groups being seen as

inferior.

The Role of Fascism in the United States

The United States inherent some of the characteristics in Fascism (powerful and

continuing nationalism, obsession with national security). It can be attributed to corruption

and/or nihilism in politics and the large gap between the 1% and the lower economic and social

classes. They capitalize on societal chaos. They need a social structure to step into it to take over.

The movements include nationalism (including racial nationalism), racial nationalism seeks to

preserve a nation through policies such as banning race mixing and the immigration of other

races.

Mightier Than The Sword: How The News Media Have Shaped American History

Author, Rodger Streitmatter created and published the fourth edition of Mightier Than

The Sword: How The News Media Have Shaped American History to bring readers the concept

of journalism to understand the historical times in which the media either defended or failed to

defend the democracy which the book concentrates on the lessons on media and what should the

media doing now. Many discussion that he explained on the book involves on the history of the

media including Slowing The Momentum For Women’s Rights, and Bridging The Vietnam War

Into The American Living Room that both sections could consider as book chapters.

Slowing The Momentum For Women’s Rights

In July 1848, a group of Americans announced an idea that some people worried every

individual of the revolution as a colonist to fight their independence to find their freedom. Both
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women and men who participated in New York, and explained the ease and that liberty did

become the province of men, therefore, the province of liberty give both freedoms for men and

women. The meeting for the first time in American history is located at the Senaca Falls, New

York which considers as a paraphrase of the Declaration of Independence.

According to the book chapter, the paraphrase of the Declaration of Independence

explains that “We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men and women are created equal.”

Also, the impression shows the noble and logic of the activists for over seven decades to surpass

the crusaders to encourage women to reveal their voice in order them to vote.

The women’s vote became one of the most serious things in American history to advocate

gender equality which became a huge record of the news media in the mid-nineteenth century

which established the fourth estate exhaust a lot of people to commit and serve men which cause

the possibility of women to seek their voice to become second-class citizenship to expose their

power which men who took over their power and dominate the organization of journalism and

disagreed or ignored the Women’s Rights Movement to write in a mock tone without any

acceptance.

Bridging The Vietnam War Into The American Living Room

The media became a huge force as it becomes a coincidence with the Civil Rights

Movements, therefore the United States military was in Vietnam, the media appears on the

television program during the evening to reveal between 15 and 30 minutes in the mid-1960s.

The Vietnam War made its first television debut in 1963. Consequently, the Vietnam War became

the first American be appeared on television and not a very successful foreign war in American

history. A lot of media and political experts made a conflict to bring an image of battle into the

American living room, the media news played a role to transform the public up against the
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Vietnam War to complete the conflict. Many observers separated on completing the Vietnam War

to make a decision based on their thoughts to agree on how the television appeared on the scary

appearance of the Vietnam War in how journalists could not understand. Many people suffered

from trauma experience which the topic that includes politics and solutions which does simply

translated into the media culture. The viewers left in conclusion that the Vietnam War cost

Americans to not be justified.

What are the advantages and disadvantages of the media in a democracy?

Advantages of the media give the information to be dispersed rapidly and provide people

to learn and observe about the media culture with others instead of learning it independently. The

disadvantages of the media could result in the spread of information and the creation of bad

valves.

The advantages of the media in democracy, therefore, it could not take control over the

power and take the authority because if the democracy is below the advisory of the media,

therefore, they could not abuse and overshoot the authority in economic, political, and social

management. The disadvantages of the media in democracy, however, the military and national

secrets could not be disclosed because some could be very detrimental to the national security

including medical conditions due to the power of the political administration. The coronavirus

pandemic affects millions of people worldwide. The advantages and disadvantages of the media

in democracy developed some problems with the government which owns the media entity,

therefore, the bulk of the potential issue of the government could lead to the private media

because it could not be simply silenced due to the principles that the society could be

represented.
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What is the role of the Media in Democracy?

Media establishes the fourth pillar of democracy. The role of media generates a

democratic culture that reveals above the political system and became engrained in the public

consciousness for a long time. The media approaches the political information to voters based on

their decision. It identifies the solution in their society and serves as a medium for deliberation. It

also receives as the watchdogs which it relies on an error which does not cover and wrongdoings

with people creates the dignity to control the power. It considers as vital in the generosity of

democratic culture. Its role in democracy became very crucial in politics which should be never

misjudge.
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